Happier Than You Think
Far too many people live with Hollywood's version of
happiness imprinted on their brains. We've all seen the
movies where the endings are perfect and couples ride
off into the sunset. We often fail to understand that they
are actors following a script and that in their personal
lives they could be downright miserable. In fact, some
of those actors (believe it or not) might be envious of
you.
"Oh sure," you might say, "about that happiness stuff?
The last time I was truly happy was when I won the pie
eating contest in the third grade."
My advice to you is to stop trying to focus on the big,
huge happy Hollywood endings and appreciate the smaller miracles that occur each day. I have a strong
feeling you are probably happier than you think. Here are a few reasons why I believe that might be true.
Feeling Excited
You awakened and thought of that one thing. That one thing could be most anything: coffee with a friend,
enjoying the outdoors and the smell of freshcut grass, reading a new book or applying for a job you came
across the other day. If something about today excites you, it means that you are excited about what lies
ahead. It doesn't have to be big. It can be as unassuming as taking a walk and feeling the sun on your face.
One stimulating thing leads to another, and then another. Do not compare your excitement to anyone else's
enjoyment, for you have no idea how they are viewing their world.
Wish List
Are you fostering an aspiration? Hope is a wonderful and happy thing to nurture in your heart. Is it the
prospect of an upcoming dinner party? Maybe it is the anticipation that you will meet someone nice or the
expectancy of learning a new language. If you can dream, you could very well turn that desire into reality. It
is a powerful thing, and imagine how happy you will feel when it is realized.
You Care

Maybe you went to the health club or gym and sweat for an hour and a half, or perhaps you took the dog for
a long walk or even danced around the living room to Zumba music. The fact that you exercised means you
care about your health and wellbeing. It is a positive sign that says you believe that you have a life worth
developing.
They Care
Never, ever take love for granted. Love comes to us in many ways and in many forms. Is there someone in
this world who cares for you? If so, you are far happier than many stars and starlets and people of material
wealth. It doesn't always have to be romantic love. It could be the love and admiration of friends, neighbors
or people in your church. When people care for you, it is a surefire sign that they see something good and
decent in you.
Continuous Improvement
When a person says, "I want to make some changes in my life and make it better," what they are saying is
they love life enough to want it to be even better than it is presently. It is a statement of selflove and a love
for life. Happiness always comes from within. A movie with a happy ending may temporarily make us feel
better, but lasting happiness comes from what we do to improve ourselves.
Fitting Perspective
Society appears to want us to keep up with everyone around us. It is a deceptive path to follow. Sometimes
we need to take stock and say, "Well, my car may not be new, but it's paid off." Begin to appreciate the smell
of a paid car more than the smell of a new car. When we can replace feelings of envy with a quiet
confidence about ourselves, we are happier than we think.
Be Thankful
Being gracious is very powerful. Do you ever find yourself feeling appreciative for the roof over your head or
the fact that you have good health or a decent job? How about feelings of gratefulness that your family is
doing well or that you are making a difference in the lives of others? Appreciating what you have is a very
positive indication that you are far happier than you might imagine.
The Root of Happiness
You may never star in a movie, but be happy that your life has value, purpose and meaning. You are far
happier than you may think. Take joy in each day that is given to you. When you understand that this day
holds wonderful possibilities, you will see it as a gift far beyond the glitz and glitter of "Hollywood happy
endings" that are never truly happy.
The real measure of your wealth is how much you would be worth if you lost all your money. Happiness
doesn't come from money or fame or power. Happiness comes from good friends and family and the quiet
nobility of leading a good life. Happiness is not something readymade. It comes from your own ordinary
activities, which unsurprisingly makes you happier than you think!
Best,
Steve
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